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Structural studies of uniformly labeled proteins by magic-angle
spinning (MAS) NMR have rapidly matured in recent years. Site-
specific chemical shifts of several proteins have been assigned,1,2

and structures have been determined from 2D or 3D data sets
containing internuclear distance information.3 Thus far, MAS NMR
structures have a relatively low resolution in comparison to high-
quality solution NMR or crystal structures, for two principal
reasons: (1) the distance constraints extracted from multidimen-
sional protein spectra are not yet as precise as those measured in
small peptides and model compounds; (2) the number of constraints
per residue is typically much less than that in solution NMR protein
studies. These problems continue to be addressed by a variety of
approaches, as recently reviewed.4

The direct determination of torsion angles by relative dipolar
and/or chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) orientation measurements
is a complementary approach for protein structure determination
and refinement, which has enjoyed notable success in the studies
of small peptides.5-7 The magnitude of tensor interference effects
observed in these experiments is roughly 1 kHz per 10° change in
the torsion angle, at least an order of magnitude larger than the
size of dipolar couplings utilized for long-range distance estimations.
Thus, even measurements in large membrane proteins have been
demonstrated with better than 10° precision.8 However, the ap-
plication of this strategy to multiply labeled proteins has been
relatively limited,9 and no study has yet reported such constraints
for the majority of backbone torsion angles throughout a uniformly
labeled solid protein.

Here we present such a study on theâ1 immunoglobulin binding
domain of protein G (GB1), for which we have recently reported
complete13C and15N chemical shift assignments in a microcrys-
talline preparation.2 GB1 presents an excellent system for develop-
ment and systematic evaluation of high-resolution structure deter-
mination protocols for solid proteins, due to its mixed secondary
structure, packing density, and thermal stability. Spectral resolution
and sensitivity are exemplified by the 2D15N-15N correlation
spectrum (Figure 1), in which most peaks are uniquely resolved:
13 diagonal (N[i]-N[i]), 45 N[i]-N[i(1], and 9 N[i]-N[i(2]
cross-peak pairs are assigned. The relative cross-peak intensities
in this 2D spectrum can be used to estimate the N-N distances,5

and the addition of a synchronous T-MREV H-N recoupling
period10 produces HN-HN dipolar line shapes in the third
dimension.5 Our experiments extend this idea to analyze a
significantly larger range of geometries for HN[i]-HN[i(1] sites
and include analysis of several HN[i]-HN[i(2] line shapes. The
spectra altogether constrain 114 backbone torsion angles.

Quantitative cross-peak volumes were extracted and the HN
T-MREV dephasing trajectories analyzed. The HN[i]-HN[i] spectra
provide an important control for the simulation model, gauging the
number of weakly coupled protons that must be included and
constraining the dipolar scaling factor and differential relaxation

rate.6,10 The characteristic dipolar line shape for this geometry
(Figure 2a) has a high-frequency component, arising from the sum
of the H-N couplings, and a low-frequency component from the
difference. When modeled accurately (details in Supporting Infor-
mation), fits of the dipolar spectra reveal a pseudo-bond angle (θ)
close to zero. For the 13 resolved diagonal sites in GB1, we found
an averageθ of 1.1( 1.0°; the deviations arise from approximations
in modeling the effects of proton CSA as relaxation in the average
Liouvillian model.6,10 This systematic error is small compared to
the random errors in the cross-correlated line shapes (Figure 2b-
f). A full statistical analysis (Supporting Information) reveals better
than(5° (σ) precision for most sites, in very good agreement with
a new 1.14 Å crystal structure also determined as part of this study.
Observed line shapes fit toθ ) ∼7 to ∼80° and are summarized
by comparingθNMR versus toθX-RAY (Figure 3). Helical conforma-
tions have especially high precision since the N[i]-N[i(1] cross-
peaks have very good sensitivity, andθ is ∼15 to 20°, a region
with strong orientation dependence; for example, N35-D36 (Figure
2c) hasθSSNMR ) 18.6 ( 0.9° and θX-RAY ) 17.5°. Likewise
â-strand conformations typically haveθ ) 150 to 170° (by
symmetry equivalent to 10 to 30°); for example, T55-E56 (Figure
2b) hasθSSNMR ) 11.8( 1.7° andθX-RAY ) 14.7°. The majority
of sites agree within the experimental SSNMR error ((2 σ). We

Figure 1. 15N-15N proton-driven spin-diffusion correlation spectrum of
GB1 (the first 2D plane from the 3D{HN}-N-N experiment, 599.46 MHz
1H frequency, 2 s mixing time). Time domains were digitized to 45.6 ms
in t1 and 61.44 ms int2, with a total measurement time of 12 h. Most N[i]-
N[i+1] and several N[i]-N[i+2] correlations are resolved. Complete
assignments are presented in the Supporting Information.
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attribute the remaining variations in regular secondary structure
elements to the inaccuracy of proton positions in the crystal
structure, modeled with standard bond angles.

Turn geometries are especially important for defining overall
protein folds and are poorly constrained by semiempirical methods,
such as TALOS.11 Our results are more precise than TALOS for
these residues, and HN[i]-HN[i(2] line shapes offer additional

constraints; for example, D36-G38 (Figure 2f) hasθSSNMR ) 38.4
( 8.0° andθX-RAY ) 35.7°. Not all of the turn geometries agree
with the crystal structure (e.g., T11, G41, A48, T49). We attribute
these discrepancies to real conformational differences between the
SSNMR and X-ray samples since growing the single crystal
required higher salt and lower pH than the SSNMR sample. We
expect that refinement using pseudo-bond angles as direct structural
constraints will improve the structure further.

The fact that such good overall agreement is observed in GB1
may be in part attributed to its high sensitivity and resolution.
However, the generality of this approach is supported by previous
work12,13 in which improvements in proton-detected experiments
of other proteins have been demonstrated. Higher magnetic fields,
gradients, deuteration with amide back-exchange, and/or 3D experi-
ments are known to enhance1H-15N resolution and sensitivity.
We reasonably expect that the combination of1H-15N dipole vector
experiments with these established techniques will facilitate high-
resolution structure determination in a general way.
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Figure 2. Amide-amide dipolar line shapes in GB1. Representative
examples of (a) an autocorrelated peak (W43,θ ) 0.4 ( 0.9°), (b) an
R-helical pair (N35-D36,θ ) 18.6( 0.9°), (c) aâ-strand pair (D47-A48,
θ ) 48.8 ( 3.4°), (d) a coil (D36-N37,θ ) 62.3 ( 2.5°), (e) a â-turn
(T49-K50,θ ) 49.0( 6.9), and (f) a N[i]-N[i+2] correlation (D36-G38,
θ ) 38.4 ( 8.0°).

Figure 3. Comparison of pseudo-bond HN[i]-HN[i+1] angles determined
by SSNMR and crystallography. Error bars for the SSNMR data are(1 σ.
The RMSD between the SSNMR and X-ray values is 8.9°. The largest
disagreements are found in turns, due to statistically significant structural
differences between the samples. Select outlying residues are labeled; the
complete table of data is provided in the Supporting Information.
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